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Learning 
Goals & a 

little about us
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Power BI has been a game changer for the CMOs that have begun using it. Care 
Managers no longer need to track all kinds of information on their own and can 

focus more of their time on the work with families.

The CMOs were looking for a way to house databases, documents and helpful links 
for our Care Managers so Jerome found Office 365 and then Power BI.

Amanda and Jerome are both Quality Managers in Care Management 
Organizations in NJ, Amanda’s CMO serves Morris and Sussex Counties and 

Jerome’s CMO serves Monmouth County.

Learn several ways to use Microsoft Power BI (Business Intelligence), a powerful 
graphical tool, to analyze the needs and strengths of children/youth served.



Objectives

Overview of Power BI

Cost: non-profit vs. for-profit

Sources of data

Getting and working with data

Creating and Using visualizations

Power BI Goes Mobile!
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Overview of Power BI

• What is Power BI?

• Power BI is a business analytics solution that lets you visualize your 
data and share insights across your organization, or embed them in 
your app or website. Connect to hundreds of data sources and bring 
your data to life with live dashboards and reports. (from 
powerbi.microsoft.com)

• Do you spend a lot of your time making reports and sending them 
out weekly, monthly, annually? Do you get feedback on the reports 
in real time? Many of us send out reports when we do them but for 
the recipients – do they need this information when we send it or 
do they need it based on their own goals/deadlines?

• Do people ask you to add other things to the reports – is it 
dynamic?

• WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER!
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https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/what-is-power-bi/


Cost & Things to consider

• Non-profit

• Power BI Desktop – Free (Author use)

• Power BI Pro - $3.00 per user/per month –
Share and Collaborate

• Power BI Premium (Scale large 
deployments) – contact Microsoft for info: 
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-
us/pricing/

• For-profit

• Power BI Desktop – Free (Author use)

• Power BI Pro - $9.99 per user/per month –
Share and Collaborate

• Power BI Premium – see left.
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https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/


Things to consider, cont.

You CAN limit information that 
everyone sees by using workspaces, 
sharing with certain individuals and 

using automatic refreshing but…

Culture OR workload: If care managers are 
carrying a high number of youth 

assignments and/or high turnover, 
transparency may be difficult in these 

conditions. 

We allow everyone to see our 
report on progress notes, individual 

service plans due, etc.

Organizational culture – We have a culture 
that is highly supportive of staff and 

professional development. We acknowledge 
that they are doing a tough job but we also 
need to ensure we are acting in compliance 
with our regulations regarding good billing 

practices and best practices for care. 

We are trying to give Care Managers the 
tools they need to do the job more 

effectively and efficiently. This has worked 
well within our culture, one team even 

passes around a crown for best performance 
on Power BI! Healthy competition!
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Data Modeling

• Think about what data you have and what you want to show with it.

• Helpful to have a plan for your model*.

• *Don’t ignore information as it comes up!

• The power of having this information at your fingertips and your organization’s 
fingertips is you will be seeing things you hadn’t seen in this way before. If your model 
is too restrictive, you will miss things.

• You may also identify training needs as you go along – show example in using 
visualizations.
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Sources of Data

• Power BI can take data from a variety of 
sources and pull it into one platform. 
Examples of sources are:

• Organizational data: 

• Excel, CSV, Text files (hosted on servers or on 
Sharepoint)

• Sharepoint lists, Facebook, Twitter, Agency web 
site, etc.

• Exchange/Active Directory, etc.

• Curated data:

• Salesforce, QuickBooksOnline, Google Analytics

• Privacy Settings to consider

• Public, Organizational, Private 8



Getting and Working with data

• Applied Steps – records all of the 
steps you do, best practice is to 
rename the steps as you make 
them.

• Advanced Query Editor

• Some considerations –

• Power BI takes steps in the 
beginning to transform columns 
into text, number and date 
fields, ensure that it is making 
the changes you want. For 
example if you have an ID field 
that needs to be text, Power BI 
may change it to number. This is 
easy to fix but you must be 
aware this is happening.

• CLEANING IS ONLY DONE 
ONCE!!

You 
can 

clean 
the 

data in 
the 

queries
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Relationships

• Here is where the rubber meets the road

• You may have pulled in multiple different types and from different sources of data –
sharepoint, excel, web data, etc.

• How do you make sense of it all together? You make relationships.

• See next slide for the relationships in the Assessments template.

• All are CSV files and almost all are related by ID to the main demographic file called 
NJ3002_Demographics.
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Cardinality – refers to the “uniqueness” of responses

• Power BI works more quickly with a file with 100,000 rows of data that is not 
terribly unique, low cardinality (see example),  than it does with a file with 
1,000 rows of unique data – date of birth, address fields, Medicaid ID, Social 
security numbers where every response in a column is usually different from 
the last. 

• If you have relationships, you can actually delete the redundant columns 
because you can draw down unique data from your demographic table if 
needed. This is mainly using the demographic table as a “lookup” table.
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Creating Visualizations

• Choose a visual and drop fields on the 
areas you want or simply drop a visual on 
the page and Power BI will pick a visual for 
you (which can be changed).

• Make changes to visuals

• Add Filters/Slicers so users can filter 
information in various, intuitive ways

• With visualizations, you want to try to be 
consistent when showing information. 
People shouldn’t have to spend more of 
their time trying to figure out what you 
are showing them.

• Show Demo of utilizing an outside data 
source to inform creating a visual.
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Using Visualizations
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Show Power BI 

• CM page

• Assessments

• Example of suicide risk and 
optimism

• Utilizing another data source to 
inform your modeling

Supervision, Daily Tracking

• Care Managers can check in daily to see 
how they are doing with progress notes, 
plans and services expiring.

• Used in supervision to get a sense of what 
the youth is still struggling with and what 
has improved over time.

• Macro level – identify training needs, look 
at trends in enrollments/transitions, 
referral sources, etc.

• Compare data with other similar child-
serving organizations. Does it fit? Is your 
population similar?

You can use it on Mobile apps

• https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en
-us/mobile/

https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/mobile/


Who can do this in your organization?

• Who works with Access or Sql or manages data? Great if you have but not necessary.

• Who are the excel-lovers?

• It is a very intuitive process to move from excel formulas (example LOE column: =[@Today]-
[@[CM Agency Effective Date]]) to Power Query or Power BI

• Power BI makes use of DAX language (Data Analysis Expressions). This looks intimidating, 
however the Power Query Editor makes it fairly simple to build formulas. There is also a lot of 
guidance and pre-made expressions online you can utilize.

• Examples: 

• LDFSchool TAI = IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-SNA'[LDF School 
Achievemt]>1,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-SNA'[LDF SchoolAtt]>1,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-
SNA'[LDF SchoolBeh]>1,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-SNA'[LDF EdAgencyInvolve]>1,1,0)

• CGS TAI = IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-SNA'[CGS Involve w/Care]<2,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-
SNA'[CGS KnowlYouthSN]<2,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-SNA'[CGS 
NatSupport]<2,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-SNA'[CGS Optimism]<2,1,0)+IF('NJ3004_AssessmentData-
SNA'[CGS Resourcefulness]<2,1,0)

• Strengths are counted in this measure if they are 0 or 1 so perhaps we should call it “Total Useful Items” or TUI 
instead of TAI
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Objectives met! (hopefully!)

Overview of 
Power BI

Cost: non-
profit vs. for-

profit

Sources of 
data

Getting and 
working with 

data

Creating and 
Using 

visualizations

Power BI 
Goes Mobile!
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Learning resources

• Guided learning available at: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-
bi/guided-learning/

• DIAD trainings: Dashboard in a Day (training on Power BI), offered at 
Microsoft locations and given by Microsoft Partners.

• Power BI User groups: https://community.powerbi.com/

• Central NJ User Group: https://www.pbiusergroup.com/centralnj

• http://www.njresourcenet.org/TCOM/

• Local Microsoft stores: Open Office Hours available, Trainings on Office for 
businesses, etc.

• https://powerbi.tips/
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guided-learning/
https://community.powerbi.com/
https://www.pbiusergroup.com/centralnj
http://www.njresourcenet.org/TCOM/
https://powerbi.tips/


Questions?

• Amanda Thompson – athompson@caringpartnerscmo.org

• Jerome Scriptunas – jscriptunas@monmouthcares.org
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mailto:athompson@caringpartnerscmo.org
mailto:jscriptunas@monmouthcares.org


Examples of Power BI types of visuals

• A selection of slides to follow from the Power BI Template shown during 
workshop…
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/082373bd-9b44-4ddb-8fd0-bc1ec6b94ccf/reports/ae95b204-0578-4cae-9082-fec73cef5851/ReportSection0e1099992204d29397be?pbi_source=PowerPoint
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/082373bd-9b44-4ddb-8fd0-bc1ec6b94ccf/reports/ae95b204-0578-4cae-9082-fec73cef5851/ReportSectionc1553e7642d35a80a0d2?pbi_source=PowerPoint
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/082373bd-9b44-4ddb-8fd0-bc1ec6b94ccf/reports/ae95b204-0578-4cae-9082-fec73cef5851/ReportSectionfc968946023b0671a583?pbi_source=PowerPoint
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/082373bd-9b44-4ddb-8fd0-bc1ec6b94ccf/reports/ae95b204-0578-4cae-9082-fec73cef5851/ReportSection357aad18695cb8130b93?pbi_source=PowerPoint
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/082373bd-9b44-4ddb-8fd0-bc1ec6b94ccf/reports/ae95b204-0578-4cae-9082-fec73cef5851/ReportSectionc7c6b6b42b040a36e654?pbi_source=PowerPoint

